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Boosting face recognition using context awareness

Abstract

Current face recognition systems make extensive use of
class-wise disparate features drawn from faces in order to
achieve state-of-the-art performances. However, there ex-
ists a multitude of information in a given image that is fil-
tered out due to the current systems being restricted to fo-
cusing entirely on a face. This information prominently in-
cludes co-occurrence of certain individuals together, an in-
dividual’s gait or frequently visited locations.
We have designed a system to utilize such context-based in-
formation as an additional biometric score which is fused
with the score obtained by state-of-the-art recognition sys-
tems to theoretically improve the performance of our vanilla
recognition systems.

1. Introduction

The problem of face recognition has been of immense
interest since a long time, and various methodologies have
been presented for improving on the existing results. How-
ever, all of these techniques, in some way or the other, try
to use features inherent to faces and disregard, in general,
all information that is available alongside such ubiquitous
features. Consider the following two images 1 and 2: if
we have multiple images of the two identities together in
our gallery, we can utilize the co-occurrence of the said in-
dividuals to improve on the base recognizer’s confidence.
This is usually done by treating the co-occurrence as a prior
which can be used to yield stronger class-wise posterior
probabilities at test time. In lieu of the above discussion,
soft cues such as clothing ([3]) and peer information ([1]
and [2]) have been used to generate the priors and report
improvements on challenging data in adverse surroundings
such as poor resolution, varied illumination and obfusca-
tion. It is often the case that deciding the identity of an in-
dividual X is aided by places where they can be acquainted
with frequently, the clothes they prefer to wear and the peer
group they move around with. It is also often the case that
hard biometric cues such as facial, retinal or DNA features
are not readily accessible, or people may not be complying
enough to join the recognition system. In such cases, soft
cues may actually be the sole source of information.

Figure 1. Multiple images of this pair are present in the gallery

Figure 2. A probe image containing the same identities

Our work currently centers around co-occurrence contex-
tual information; the presence of the same set of people
across multiple gallery images provides us with the prior
information we require. This is modelled using a continu-
ous skipgram based approach[6] which allows us to model
the co-occurrence as a conditional distribution over the in-
dividual identities. We can also extend the same approach
to model other contexts as well by applying some prepro-
cessing to get the feature vectors in a manageable fashion.

2. Background

2.1. The word2vec model

Prior to the conception of word vectors/embeddings,
there was no trivial method of capturing the syntactic and
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Figure 3. Visual representation of the neural networks used for
training continuous bag of words(CBOW) and skipgrams

semantic relationships among different words in a corpus.
[6] provides us with a simple yet effective way of repre-
senting these words using a 3-layer neural network (includ-
ing input and output). Assuming the vocabulary to be of a
fixed size n, each word in the vocabulary is converted to its
corresponding one-hot vector, where all bits from 0 to n are
set to 0 except i, where i indicates the position of the current
word in the global dictionary. The model can be trained in
two different ways:

1. the continuous bag-of-words model, where the input
is taken to be the context surrounding an anchor word
and the output is taken as the anchor

2. the continuous skipgram model, where the input is
taken to be the anchor word and the output is the con-
text surrounding the anchor

These two models are essentially duals of each other; the
former models the conditional probability of the anchor
word occurring in a sentence, given the context while the
latter models the conditional probability of the context oc-
curring in a sentence, given the anchor[3]. Our problem is
more suited towards the latter, as we utilize the confidence
in our prediction from a face recognizer about an individual
and use it to estimate their peers.

2.2. Score fusion

After obtaining both match scores as well as context
scores, the next step is to merge these scores together. We
tried out using a weighted sum of the match scores and con-
text scores after appropriate normalization for score fusion
at the classification stage.

3. Literature Review
We have improved upon the work done in [1] by soft-

ening the impacts co-occurrence is allowed to impart on
the prior information. The baselines are both the vanilla

face recognition system as well as from [1] using the same
vanilla face recognition system. The context [1] uses is ob-
tained from a social graph, where each node is a person and
the weight on each edge between two people denotes how
frequently these two people have co-occurred in an image.
We have tried out two different methodologies here and re-
ported the results of the method that performed better. The
ideas tried were:

1. Using the approach suggested by [1] and replacing
edge weights using the conditional distribution of
P(context — anchor), where anchor is the current id
we are augmenting and context is any other identity

2. Optimizing a different loss function than the one done
in [1], that is, instead of optimizing over all possible
relations when considering a probe image, we optimize
the loss function over each pair of (context, anchor)
and compute

argmaxy[P (y|x)+sum(x′,y′),y′!=yP (y, y
′)P (y′|x′)]

or

argmaxy[P (y|x)+ sum(x′,y′),y′!=yP (y
′|y)P (y′|x′)]

The former gave better results and was hence reported.

An approach based on LSTMs [8] was also proposed to
learn a mapping from given image features of a room to
the type of room it corresponds to. However, our task is
slightly more non-trivial as we have to determine the rela-
tion among objects and utilize that information to aid in rec-
ognizing other objects, rather than a super-object containing
these individual items. On utilizing the same approach, we
observed a drop of 20% on rank 1 accuracy and hence did
not pursue it further.

4. Proposed algorithms
We describe in detail the algorithms and pipelines we

implemented in detail now. We first describe the setup
utilized by us.
We utilized VGG16 as the vanilla face recognizer for
all our experiments. We trained a skipgram model from
scratch on both the datasets and reported the results in the
form of CMC curves.

The graph-based method for deriving the context
score

We proceed as done in [1] by constructing a social
graph where each node represents an identity and the edge
weight between 2 nodes denotes the number of images they
occur together in. Given a probe image, we consider the
top k match scores for each face in the probe image. We
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then consider all relations formed by the Cartesian product
of these identities. Let one relation be of the form (y1, y2...,
yk). If the corresponding match score values are (M1, M2...
Mk) and the probability of co-occurrence of y i and y j, 2
identities in the image is p, then the social context score of
this relation is computed as follows:

contextScore =
∑

yi,yj∈relation

(Mi ∗Mj ∗ p)

These scores are appropriately normalized and fused with
the match scores using:

1. a weighted sum where the individual weights serve as
hyper-parameters

2. a likelihood ratio based approach at classification time

The skipgram-based method for deriving context score

As in the previous algorithm, we again consider a re-
lation of identities (y1, y2...yk) and modify the context
score generation algorithm slightly. Instead of considering
the joint distribution of identities occurring together, we
condition the presence of identity ’x’ on the presence of
identity ’y’. Let P(yj occurs — yi occurs) be denoted as
p1 and P(yi occurs — yj occurs) be denoted as p2. We
compute the skipgram context scores as follows:

contextScore =
∑

yi,yj∈relation

(Mi ∗Mj ∗ [p1 + p2]/2)

The last term is obtained from the skipgram model. The
aforementioned model is trained by considering all pairs of
identities observed in a gallery image and considering the
first element of the pair as the anchor and the second as the
context. This way, the model learns to model context in
such a way that if an id ’x’ is considered as the anchor, if
he/she is observed more frequently with an id ’y’, the value
of P(’y’ occurs — ’x’ occurs) will be high. We average out
the two values since it is equally likely that when consider-
ing a pair (’x’, ’y’), ’x’ is the context or the anchor. A pair-
wise approach for computing the social score The above
methods have a severe limitation that they require enumer-
ating all possible relations among all identities in a match
score list. If there are n identities in all and k faces in a
probe image, we would have to consider O(nk) relations for
computing the social context scores. One method to cir-
cumvent this is to add an upper bound on the number of
scores to keep while computing the relations to a number p
< n. This leads to a scenario where the correct identity is
not augmented at all at test time, simply because of it being
not present in the relations being augmented. The second
method is to keep a different prediction task, that is, instead
of computing the correct class y for a given input vector x
as

argmaxyP (y|x)

Figure 4. SNFlip sample

Figure 5. FB scrape sample

we compute the most probable class as

argmaxy[γ∗P (y|x)+(1−γ)
∑

(x′,y′),y′!=y

argmaxy′P (y′|y)P (y′|x′)]

Here, we do not consider the impact of the presence of iden-
tities a on b, or vice versa, while augmenting the match
score of some other identity c. This allows us to bring down
the number of identities being consider to O(n), a drastic
improvement in terms of speed.
Dataset description
The datasets mentioned in [1] are Andrew Gallagher’s
dataset [5] and the SN-Flip video dataset. Due to there
being some error in the labels for SN-Flip, we collected
our own dataset from Facebook, dubbed ’FB scrape’. This
dataset will be made public and provides a dataset that is
solely focused on group face images, which are limited in
number and availability. Samples from each dataset are pro-
vided as well ([4], [5], [6]).

Gallagher Collection Person Dataset
This dataset consists of 589 personal images of 32 subjects,
representing the photographs taken in a family setting. The
931 faces in each of the 589 images are labeled. The cri-
terion for labeling a face was that the eyes must be visible,
and the face must be m̈ostlyf̈rontal (i.e. both ears should be
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Figure 6. Gallagher sample

visible, except for occlusion).
Since these photos are representative of typical photos of an
event or a gathering, most of the subjects appear in two or
more photos. The high co-occurrence of subjects allows for
the creation of a highly dense social context graph.
The dataset is split in a 80:20 gallery to probe ratio, with
20% of the gallery images also used for validation at train
time. Around 13 images were unavailable at the time of
download, so all the experiments were conducted on the re-
maining 576 images.
SN-Flip Crowd Video Database
Comprising 190 subjects recorded in 28 crowd videos over a
two year period, this database captures variations in illumi-
nation, facial expression, scale, focus and pose. The videos
were recorded with point-and-shoot camcorders from the
Cisco Flip family of products, so the image quality is repre-
sentative of typical web videos.
This database contains videos and cropped faces from a var-
ied collection of videos. However, the faces cropped are
varied in size and quality, with the crop sizes ranging from
33x33 to 180x180, and the quality not being high definition
when shot leads to grainy images, especially when they are
small.
FB scrape Database
Comprising 277 subjects and 4149 images, this database
captures variations in illumination, facial expression, scale,
focus and pose. The images were collected from Facebook
alongside the relevant bounding boxes from our friends’
walls, which have been made public. This is also an in-
dicator of the ease Facebook allows for collecting massive
amounts of labelled data with little to no time involved in
collection apart from requesting permission to use them.
The dataset is split in a 80:20 gallery to probe ratio, with
20% of the gallery images also used for validation at train
time.
Models used
We used the VGG-16 [4] architecture pre-trained on the

dataset provided by the VGG group. This dataset consists
of 982,803 images of 2,622 identities, with roughly 375 im-
ages per identity. Each image is manually annotated, and
has a 250x250 frontal or slightly tilted visage of these iden-
tities.
After fine-tuning a pair of fully connected layers attached
to the above feature extractor, we extract features obtained
after passing a face through the model from the first fully
connected layer,
We also used an embedding size of 100 for our skip-gram
model, while the vocabulary size was taken to be the num-
ber of identities in each of our datasets.
Results
The CMC curves are provided. What we realized was
that with the limited amount of data provided in Gal-
lagher’s dataset, the match scores obtained were not dis-
parate enough (9.531 for the actual label, 9.477 for an im-
poster). So, if the context score is more for an imposter
(which is the case in Gallagher as 3 identities are much
more frequent than others), it dominates the CNN score and
leads to an incorrect prediction. This was not observed for
FB scrape.
Consider the following case: the genuine identity of a face
in a gallery image is ’x’. The match scores corresponding to
the face are all in the range of 0-10 (after normalization). If
we consider the top 3 identities for match scores, the context
scores are also in the range 0-10 post normalization. How-
ever, these weights were of a similar scale (4-5 in the case
of skipgrams model, while having a high variance in the
graph based method, varying from 2-6). Hence, the results
obtained from the skipgram based approach were slightly
more accurate.
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